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I. DEFMITION OF PROBLEM AND APPROACH

1. 0 Introduction

Health hasards, resulting from the exposure of manidnd to

strong sources of non-ionising electromagnetic radiation, have been die-.

cussed by several investigators. ( , ,1 3 1 20)i The harmful oe-

fects of excessive amounts of radiation either result from a general

rise in total body temperature or are limited to selective temperature ,

rises of senditive parts of the body such as the eye. Present indica&-

tions are that the effects of such radiation are caused solely by the

heat resulting from the absorbed energy. It has been assumed, In the

case of total body irradiation, that a fever corresponding to a temper-

ature rise greater than 10C is intolerable. Eye cataracts are produced

when the eye temperature elevation is of the order of 100 C.( 2 0 ) It thus

appears that significant body temperature rise is the serious hasard

whenever substantial parts of the body are exposed so that conditions of

total body irradiation are approximated. Based on this concept Schwan

recommended a tolerance dosage of 10 milliwatts per square centimeter

of total body absorption for the frequency range of interest to mankind.

If one wishes to interpret this tolerance dosage in terms of the free

field values of power density, which is'easily measured, the absorption

properties of mankind should be known.

Schwan and I U(1) have calculated the percentage of airborne

radiation that is absorbed by the huma body, am the assuemtion that the
4. " '

V• ________



body extremities could be ignored and the trunk of the body could be ap-

proximated by a three layer infinite plans slab made up of skin, subcu-

taneous fat and deep tissue such'& muscle. They found that percentage

of-absorbed energy may vary from 20 to 100 percent depending on fre-

quency, fat thickness and skin thickness.

The object of this paper is to study theoretically and expdril

mentally the effects of body curvature and sine and its extsremities on

the percentage of airborne energy that is. absorbed by mankind.

L. 0 Theoretical and E2xperimental Approach

Phantoms which simnulate the shape and the electrical prop-

erties of mankind, rather than animals arek chosen to study the absorp-

tion properties of mankind to electromagnetic radiation. This is be-

cause of the fact that phantoms are stable, reproducible and often sub-

ject to theoretical analysis. The behavior of autzals involves many

unlknown factors and is presently not subject to theoretical apalysis.

In phantom studies one can make as exoct a facsimile of the human body.-

^.. ..#.•-ia1l -aint of view as io necessary to S&Or"0 s•atisfator-



be compared. Even for plane wave fields, theoretical probles are

be comparned. Evenyforplane wavet fielsu , theoretil pro msen ort-e

severe unless very simple objects such as spheres are chosen for the

phantom. For experimental work, any shape may be used. If then ex-

perimental and theoretical results show good agreement for simple

shapes, there will be considerable confidence in experimental results

for complex shapes such as the human body. Electrolyte mixtures of

KCI-Dioxane-water having the dielectric properties of human tissues

have been developed by H. P. Schwan and H. Pauly. (15) These solu-

tions can be used to fill the phantoms for experimental work.

Scattering and absorption properties of any object can be

studied in terms of the quantities defined as follows.

The Mie scattering coefficient is defined as the ratio of the

total scattered power to the power that would be incident on the object's

geometric cross section prior to its insertion into the field.

The relative absorption cross section is defined as the ratio

of the power absorbed from the incident field to the power that would be

incident on the object's geometric cross section prior to its insertion

Jnto the field.

It is apparent that this relative absorption cross section do-

terming the power absorbed by mankind from free field measurements.

The Mie scattering coefficient and the relative absorption.

cross sectios were calculated theoretically for a homogeneous sphere

having the dielectric properties of muscle tissue and a Cobeentrie
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sphere where the inner sphere simulate& the muscle tissue and the outer

shell represents the subcutaneous fat. The calculatioas were based on

the theory of scattering of electromagnetic radiation by spheres ex-
(7,18)

posed to plane waves. Actually a sphere with two concentric

shells, made of subcutaneous fat and skin, would be a better approxi-

mation of biological subjects. Preliminary estimates, however, have

sh'own that the computational time could not be justified. Comparison

of the results for one concentric shell with those for the layered infi-

nite slab shows that because of the close similarity, present data can

be extended to the two shell case. The relative absorption cross sec-

tion was determined experimentally for homogeneous spheres and dolls

of human shape of different sizes. The experimental results of homno-

geneous spheres compared well with the theoretical results.

3. 0 Electrical Substitutes for Body Tissues

All bodytissues fall within the following range of electrical

values throughout the total microwave frequency range.

dielectric constant , € 5 to 70

conductivity ut * 0.1 to 200 millimho/cm

relative permeability . a 1

Depending on frequency and type of tissue, a variety of prob-

able combinations of dielectric constants and conductivities within these

ranges are possible. As previously stated, electrolyte mixtures of

water, Dioxane and KCI having suitable combinatins of'properties in



the above range are available. These electrolyte mixture* are easy to

use in experimental work with phantoms and allow adjustment of di-

electric constant and conductivity throughout the range of interest.

The dielectric properties of these electrolytes depend n fre-,

quency. The frequency dependence is given by the following express-

in%(15)

0oce¢ +.- , (1)
1+ (4{

(Wfo)

Sno + ZoCvi(Co* .) - ()
z

I +(f/io)

here'• a *u. dielectric constant at any frequency

0 dielectric constant'at low frequencio.. i. e.,
/

f << fo

,o - dielectric constant at high frequencies, i.e..

6 v W permittivity of air

U conductivity at any frequency

no conductivity at low frequencies

f' a operating frequency in cycles/sec

f 0 a characteristic frequency of electrolyte

a ZO 000 Mce/ for XCIl-dicum-watr mbixre
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Table I

* Dielectric data of muscle and fatty tissues for various frequencies.

Frequency Muscle Fat_ _ _
Dielectric Conductivity Dielectric Conductivity

Mc/O Constant Mlho/cm Constah nm)iao/cm

400 60 10 6.8 0.78

2880 60 26.3 4.5 1.1

10000 49 170 3.3 2. 63

Muscle tissue has & low frequency dielectric constant of 60 and a low

frequency conductivity of about 10 millimho per cm. Since the muscle

tissue has high water content, its dielectric properties undergo the
(16)

sa'me frequency dependence as given by the above equations. The

fatty tissue on the other hand has dielectric constants and conductivities

which are about tenfold smaller than the dielectric data of the muscle

tissue. A summary of the dielectric data to be used for -the two types

of tissues is given intble L



IL. THEORETICAL STUDIES

L 0 Theory of Scattering

The solution of the problem of the scattering of a plane

electromagnetic wave by a sphere of arbitrary size and electrical prop-

erties was first given by Mie(7) in 1908. Stratton (18) solved the same

prbblem by the use of orthogonal spherical vector wave functions. Tab-,

ulated values for both scattering and absorption of a plane eloctromag-

netic wave by a lossy dielectric sphere are given in reference 19 for a

limited range of parameters which are not of interest in the present

study. Pendorf(8) has tabulated Mie scattering functions for spherical

particles having real refractive indices, i. e., no electrical losses.

The solution of the problem of the scattering of a plane

electromagnetic wave by two concentric spheres of arbitrary size and

electrical properties was given by Aden and Kerker(1 ). These formu-

las were used by Scharfman(9) and Hiat(4) to calculate the scattering

cross section of a perfectly conducting sphere with a pure or lossy die-

lectric coating. Presently no data are available on the absorption of

electromasgnetic waves by two concentric spheres made up of lossy

dielectrics.

The following discussion outlines the complete treatment of

scattering and absorption of a plane wave by a homogeneous sphere with

a concentric shell when the sphere and the shell are loony dielectrics

and are lmersed in a medium of air. Also, it includes the reduction

of thesersulto when the thickness of the shell is sero and th 'Amid-

a .7.
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case where the radius of the sphere is small compared to the wavelength

of the electromagnetic radiation.

Let us assume that a homogeneous isotropic sphere of radius

.. , ro:4Sa-ation, constant k1 is surrounded by a concentric shell of

radi.us a, and propagation constant k and the whole is embedded in an
2V

L'......e medium of air with propagation constant The iner sphere.

th.e shei and the surrounding medium are called regions 1, 2, and 3.

A Iuaform plane wave linearly polarized in the x-direction, is propa-

Zated throu-h the medi.n in the positive z-direction (figure 1).

Assuming a time dependence of exp (Uat) for the electric and

n•e~c f•iiedl vectors and further assuming that the permeabilities of

•.o t:ýx'a regions are equal to the permeability of free space (OL) then

.o toja~ation constants are:

, " ""(3)

w angular frequency in radians -

-12

• uv 8. 854 x 10 farada/meter .(pornmittivity of air).

•(4)

ko

. , • 3
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FIGURE I
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i<U a 4w x 10"? henries/metor (permeability of air)

Cis. C a dielectric constants of regions 1 and 2

I'.1 • * =conductivity in rho/meter of regions I and A

Following Stratton the scattered energy can be written as:

The total energy received by the sphere from the incident.wave

and then In part scattered and in part absorbed is given by:

voltsmotor.
r~ r

The coefficients an and bn are respectively, the amplitudes

of oscillations of m•gnetic and electric type of the external field and

are given by equations (8) and (9). (See Appendix I for derivatim of the

coefficients).
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rI K

k 3

*13

&I ak 3 w a l (1Srq
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(2)
The functions Jn(x) and h(•A are the sphercaul Bessel and Henkml

functions:

jxQ (16)167

Mi. Scattering Coefficient

The power that would be incident on the geometric cross secti•o

of the sphere prior to its insertion into the field is given by the product

of the power density of the plane wave in free space and its geometric

2
cross sectional area ."A a w &Z In free spac*o, the power density Pd Of

a uniform plane wave is given by:

-' = watt/sq-meter .8)

The Mis scattering coefficient KX. as previously defined on page 3 is

then:

IT K4u0. "1 +( 129)
h-j~

Relative Absorption Cross Section

The power# Was absorbed by the ao~hm ogenIosphere from a
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•auniform plane wave field is:

WaWtmW(2)

The relative absorption cross section 8, as previously defined on page 3

is

,Reduction to a Homogeneous Sphere

,Yor the special case of a, a 2 and k 2? k 1 our model becomes a

homogeneous sphere of radius &1 embedded in air and equations (8) and

(9) become:

j.. ( J94- N,

which are identical with those given byl Stratton

-Litmiting Case: al<< 1

If the wavelength of the incident plane wave is very large compared

to the radius of the sphere so that al << I (eq. 14). the magnitude of the

electric and magnetic oscillations of second and higher order are small.

compared with th magnitude of the first order electric oscillations.

Under these conditions, the Mie scattering coefficient and the relatve

absorpt"o cross section become:
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* iC .. (.i e,)~f 4

IV~~, -4+2'f ,v~ (.5)

W fiv

If c€>» 1. it can be seen from eq. (24) that the M.e scattering

coefficient is independent of the dielectric constant and conductivity of

41. the sphere. It is always proportional to a1,. Hence the scattered ensrý-

gy is proportional to X- or the fourth power of the frequency provided

dielectric constant and conductivity do not change with frequancy.

This is the well known Rayleigh law of scattering.

"Equation (25) for the relative absorption cross section was previ-

"ously derived under the assumption that the wavelength of the incident

radiation was large compared to the radius of the sphere. (11) This is the

same as assuming the electrostatic case. From this equation it can also

be seen that the relative absorption cross -section is proportional to the

radius of the sphere and if c1 >> I it is proportional to the conductivity

of the sphere,

. 0 Computations and Results

2 1 Homogeneous Sphere:

The homogeneous sphere model having the dielectric properties of

muscle was used to provide a basis for'the analysis of eg.rlmental work

and to give an sight into the problem. The W , so.atterbig ..effiaoI~t
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and the relative absorption cross section were calculated as-& function

of cy. both quantities are functions of the parameters dielectric con-

stant, conductivity and frequency. Hence calculations were made to in-

veetigate the effect of changes in one parameter when the other two were

kept constant. The following combinations of parameters were inveeti-

Sated*

a.) tin60 1l.l, 2. 10, 26.3, 72 atf= 2880

b.) 41. "74.5 1= Z6.3 at f 2880

c.) go= 60 noW 10 at f = 400, 2880,.10000

where It is in millimho/cm and £ is in Mc/s.

A low frequency conductivity, Ko0, of 10 mrllimho/cm was used

for the muscle tissue in the calculations. In cases (a) and (b) the con-

ductivity, .Kl1 of 26. 3 millimaho/cm corresponds to the above low fre-

quency conductivity at f n 2880 Mc/s. In case (b) the dielectric constant

74. 5 is that of the saline solution at f = 2880 Mc/s. In case (a) the con-

ductivity values were varied around the conductivity of muscle tissue

(Z6. 3 mlllimho/cm) to study the effect of changes in conductivity when

the dielectric constant and the frequency were kept constant. In case ,(b)

Mi. scattering coefficient and relative absorption cross section were cal-

culated for saline solution. This in combination with (a) determines the

effect of variation in dielectric constant for constant values of conduc-

tivity end frequency so that saline solution could be used in the doll eO-

permzente to be described later instead of XCI -diox-newwater solution

Which deCowoes the p•latic of the doulls In case (4) the efects Oa



changes in frequency were investigated for constant viuoe of low fro.

quency conductivity and dielectric constant. A frequency of 2880 Mc/s

was chosen so that theoretical and experimental results obtained with

an available microwave generator could be compared. The other two

frequencies were chosen to represent the lower an upper ends of the

frequency range of biological interest. (U)

The equations for relative absorption cross section and Mie scat-

tering coefficient were programmed for solution on a Univac I Computer.

The results of the machine computations are shown in figures 2 tbuoWg*

11 as a function of cy The calculations were performed for values of

ea in the following ranges:

a 0.Dlto 2in steps of 0.01

3. 2 to 6 in steps of 0. 2 Figures Z. 3. 5, 6

.7 to Z4 in steps of I

0. 0.1to Z in steps of 0. 01

2. Z to 5 in steps of 0.3 Figures 4. 78. 9,'
109 11,

6 to 10 in steps of I

15 to 30 in steps of 5

0. 100

Looling over the data, several features of inmortance can be enumer-

ated.
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a) For <<1

For small values of a1 up to about 0. 3, the Mt. scattering coeffi-

cient K8 is independent of conductivity and dielectric constant within

the range of parameters investigated and increases according to Ray-

leights law as given by equation (24). The deviation becomes quite die-

tinct for values of al, larger than about 0. 3 as shown in great detail in

figure 12 for one case.

The relative absorption cross section S increases linearly with

up to al a 0. 03for all parameter values investigated. This is shown

by equation (25) and figure 13. Thus, for the range of parameters inves-

tigated. "electrostatic" field interaction is only realised if the particle
1

diameter is smaller than 1 of the wavelength.

b.) For 0.3< aI<6

This is the resonance region, in which both S and K oscillate.
5

It can be seen fronm equations (19) and (21) that both S and Ka depends, on

the coefficients and b . The coefficients anr and b r are respect-nh oficet n n" n

ively the amplitudes of oscillations of magnetic and electric type. These

oscillations are excited by the incident field in the sphere. These are

not the natural modes of the sphere, for all are synchronous with the

applied field. Whenever the impressed frequency approached a charac-

teristic frequency of the free oscillations of the sphere, resonance phen-

omena will occur. The characteristic frequencies al magnetic oscilla-

tics. of the sphere satisfy the condition which makes the denominatr
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ofa (q Z)vanish. (18)
nof ar (eq. 22) Likewise the natural frequencies of the elec-S~n

tric oscillations of the sphere satisfy the condition that the denonina-

tor of b" (eq. Z3) shall vanish. However, the characteristic frequenciesn

of the sphere are always complex whereas the frequency of the applied
r r

field is real. Consequently the denominators of a. and br can be re-

duced to minimum values, but never quite to zero, so that the catastro-

phe of infinite amplitudes is safely avoided. It can be seen from figu=re

2 through 7 that the amplitudes of the oscillations Of both S and K do-
s

pond primarily on conductivity and decreases considerably with increas-

in C 1  It is most pronounced near

c.) For al >> 1

Both the relative absorption cross section and the Mie scat-

tering coefficient tend to be independent of frequency for specified values

of low frequency dielectric constant eo and conductivity xo" At a given

frequency, both are independent of conductivity values throughout the

range of 1 to 26 millimho/cm. As the conductivity increases beyond 26

mizllimho/cm, aowever, K increases while S decreases.

d.) Changes in conductivity

As the conductivity is increased, the major effect on both the rela-

Stive absorption cross section (S) and the yMie scattering coefficient (K),
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figures 2 to 7, is a reduction of the amplitude of resonances for

0.3< ac <6.

e.) Changes in dielectric constant e

For constant frequency and conductivity, the effect of an increase

in dielectric constant from 60 to 74. 5 is to shift the resonant peaks to-

wards lower values of al (figures 8 and 9). Fora io 6, &s the dielectric

constant increases, K increases while S decreases. However, the5

changes in K. and S are less than 5 percent.

f.) Changes in frequency

For constant values of low frequency conductivity %O and dielectric

constant co. the effects of changes in frequency are somewhat greater

for the relative absorption cross section (figure 10) than for Mie scatter-

ing coefficient (figure U) in the region 0. 3 < a1 < 1. The effects of fre-

quency on S and K outside of this region are less than 10 percent.

Returning to .equation (21)9 it can be seen.that the relative absorp-

tion cross section is of the form:

a.
This equation states that S is a function of the ratio .e. . of

the curvature and wavelength and of the complex dielectric constant.

Thus it is possible to increase the wavelength and radius by the same face

tor for constant $ provided that the complex dielectric constant is a)so

kept constant. Thus the results obtained at a frequency f * conductivity

* and radius a1 canbe applied at & diferent frequency f3 and radius
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a a" I(f, /l 2) provided that the dielectric constant remains the same sad

the new'conductivity is given by,

a1

2. 2 Concentric Sphere

The concentric sphere model where the inner sphere simulates

muscular tissues and the outer shell represents the subcutaneous fat was

used to investigate the effect of a fat layer. The Mie scattering coeffi-

cient and the relative absorption cross section were calculated as a func-

tion of ac,% The results were obtained for frequencies of 400, 2880 and

10000 Mc/I for different values of fat layer thickness (d).

The results of the machine computation for relative absorption.

cross section and Mie scattering coefficient are shown in figures 14

through 19 as a function of al, The calculations were performed for

values of i in the following re•;es:

S=0.'1 to Z in steps of O. 0Z

ZtZ to 3 in steps of 0.1

4 to 10 in steps of 1

10 to 50 in stepsofl0

A curve for d = 0, corresponding to single or homogeneous sphere

is included with every figure for reference purposes. The dielectric

data used for the muscular and fatty tissues are given in Table 1 on page

6. The range of fat thickness (d) was restricted to three centimeters

since it is not often that thicker fat layeresi lw be enouatoredr.
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It can be seen from these figures, that the thickness of the shell

has great influence on both relative absorption cross section and Mie

scattering coefficient. For values of a I up to about'O. 3, both S and Ks

of the concentric sphere are greater than corresponding values for the

single sphere. This occurs because the overall radius of the concentric

sphere is greater than that of the single sphere and the thickness of the

concentric shell is comparable to or greater than thi radius of the single

sphere.

For large values of al, the concentric shell appears to behave like

an impedance matching transformer between inner sphere and air. M

the shell thickness increases, S increases and K decreases with the5

maximum effect occurring near a thickness of I in the material. At

this point the matching is greatest thus causing maximum absorption and

minimum scattering. This is a well known phenomenon for plane waves

incident on infinite plane layers of pure dielectric materials, provided

that the dielectric constant of the quarter-wave layer is equal to the geo-

metric mean of the dielectric constants of the other two layers. It has
(ll)

also been demonstrated by Schwan and Li for multiple plane layers of

lossy dielectric materials.

The influence of the concentric layer thickness is more easily dis-

cernible in figures Z0 through ZZ where the relative absorption cross

section is plotted as a function of shell thickness (d) for frequenciae of 400.

2880 and 10, 000 Mce/. The curves are given for an inner sphere radius

of 16 cm which makes a, greater than 6 at frequencies ad 2880 sad 10# 000
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Mc/I where the impedance matching property of the concentric • hell is

move easily recognized than for values of &I leos than 6. A curve for

the case of infinite plane slabs s) is included in each figure for com-

parison. It can be seen that the relative absorption cross section of the

sphere is always greater than that for the plane slabs but its general be-.

havior as function of d is quite similar.
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II1. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

1. 0 Introduction

Before going into the details of the experimental set-Up Some

statements are necessary with regard to the measurement of relative

absorption cross section. The definition of the relative absorption cross

section involves several quantities which must be known in order to es-

tablish its value:

L. Power density of the incident plane wave field: Power densi-

ty at the location where the scattering and absorbing obstacle is to be in-

troduced into the field can be determined from the known values of the

transmitted power and the gain of the transmitting antenna. Absence of

standing waves in the test chamber is a prerequisite for. the above deter-

mination. Furthermore, the power density of the field should Wa coastant

over the shadow cross section of the obstacle.

2. Shadow cross section of the obstacle.

3. Energy absorbed by the obstacle: This quantity can be de-

termined by one of several possible measurements.

a.) Measurement of field strength inside the obstacle as

function of space and determination of the absorbed

energy from the volume integral of E K where 9 is

the electrical conductivity of the lossy material

filling the obstacle.

b) Measurement of temperature rise for a given time of

Sllumnatlon, The volume integal a all tempevatuue

-45-
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readings divided by the volume itself provides the

average temperature rise. Its value, when multiplied

with specific weight and heat of the test substance,

provides the total energy absorbed.

c.) 'Measurement of average temperature rise instead of

individual temperature rises as in (b). The former

is established by vigorous stirring the illuminated test

substance immediately after exposure and then measur-

ing its temperature.

Both the (a) and (b) approaches require many readings, particu-

larly when the distribution of E is very variable. This may be expect-

ed almost with certainty in view of the limited depth of penetration of

the field in comparison with the dimensions of the obstacles of interest.

The (b) and (c) approaches share the disadvantage that they require

more illuminating power in order to provide sufficient resolution in tah

temperature readings to be of significance., It was felt that the first

disadvantage is more serious than the second. Since approach (c) is

furthermore very much simpler than that of (b), it was used in all the

experimental work.

2. 0 Anechoic Chamber and Antenna

The anechoic chamber used in the experimental study is whown

in figure Z3. The far wall of the room, facing the horn was covered with

20 gauge sheet copper to protect instruments and the. occupants of the ad-

joining room. Three walls and floor of the room were covered with a
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single layer of Eccosorb 330 microwave absorbing material (the floor

was covered with 330 FL so that it could be walked on) whereas the

ceiling was covered with a layer of Goodrich microwave absorbing m&-

terial. The side of the room near the antenna was arranged to have two

movable walls of the same material so that dimensional changes were

possible. The wall opposite the antenna, the one covered with copper.

had a second layer of absorbing material arranged in a atepped or stag-

gered fashion as shown in the figure. This treatment was found necess-

ary in order to reduce reflections in the room and distortion of the trans-

mitting antenna pattern as shown in figures 24, 25, 26 and 27. these

relative power patterns were obtained by measuring the electricý'field

strength laterally to the axis of the transmitting antenna using a'probe

as described later. Each pattern was repeated several times with neg-

ligible variation in its shape. Figure 24 shows the variation of the

power density in a plane parallel to the antenna aperture at a distance

of 12 feet from the aperture when only a single layer of absorbing mater-

ial was present on all walls. The vasymmetry of the pattern about the

axis of the antenna indicates the presence of standing waves in the room.

Fiure 25 is the same as 24 except a second layer of absorbing material

was present on the back wall of the room. The change in the patterns in-

dicated that the standing waves were mostly due to the reflection of the

field from the back wall. To reduce further the effect of backwall reflec-

tions, the second layer of the absorbing material was staggered. The ro-

sulting power pattern is shown in figure 26. A suoted curve passing
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FIG. 24
RELATIVE POWER PATTERN

(ONE LAYER OF ABSORBING
MATERIAL ON THE BACK WALL)
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FIG. 25
RELATIVE POWER PATTERN
(TWO LAYERS OF ABSORBING
MATERIAL ON THE BACK WALL)
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FIG. 26
RELATIVE POWER PATTERN

(TWO LAYERS OF ABSORBING MATERIAL ON
THE BACK WALL-STAGGERED SECOND LAYER)
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FIG. 27

RELATIVE POWER PATTERN
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through the half power points of the plot is shown dotted on this figure.

The variation of the measured pattern from the smoothed pattern is

smal.L Figure 27 is the same as 26 except it was taken at a distance of

five feet from the antenna. The symmetry about the axis of the antenna

and the smoothness'of the curve indicates the absence of standing Waves

at this distance.

An exponential horn, Narda Model 644, having a gain of 15 db

above an isotropic radiator, was used to illuminate the samples under

test. The choice of antenna was made to achieve a tolerable compromise

between the necessity of heating the sample well requiring high gain and

illuminating it uniformly requiring low gain. The separation boundary'

between the Fresnel region and the far-zone field for this antenna, de-

fined by the equation (29) on page 60, was at a distance of five feet from

the mouth of the horn. Power density contours in aplane parallel to the

mouth of the horn at a distance of five feet from the horn are shown ia

figure 28. The contours are seen to be quite uniform. These contours

would help to study the variation of the power density over the geometric

cross section of the sample under test. For example, it can be,-seen

from figure 28 that even the.largest sphere-under test (34. 3 cm diameter)

the variation of power density over its geometric cross section is less

than 15V. All of the above measurements were made using a signal geonr-

ator to feed the antenna.

A schematic diagram of the set-up for obtaining the relative power

patterns ts given in figure 29. The microwave signal modulated with &
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1000c/s square wave was fed to the horn under test, through a coaxial-

to-waveguide adapter. A small vertical probe was used as a receiving

antenna to measure the vertically polarized electric field. The length of

the probe issabout 1 cm. The receiving antenna was mounted on a carriage

which could travel on a plat form kept on the floor. The carriage was

(Iriven by a motor which also drove a synchro-transmitter (Selsyn).

The output of the synchro-transmitter was applied to a synchro-repeater

(Selsyn) which drove the chart of a recorder. The signal from the re-

ceiving antenna was fed to a crystal detector through a co-axial cable.

The detector mount was fixed to the carriage. This was done to avoid

using a long co-axial cable for the r-f signal, thus reducing the attenu-

ation losses in the cable. The demodulated signal from the detector out.

put was applied to the input of a standing wave amplifier, and the d. c.

output of this instrument was used as an input to the recorder. The re-

ceiving system was calibrated to obtain a linear power plot by choosing

a crystal which had square-law characteristic over the range of the sig-

nal amplitudes measured. The movement of the recorder chart was cal-

ibrated in terms of the distance traversed by the receiving antenna. Thus

by moving the receiving antenna in a plans parallel to the plane of the

mouth 'of the horn, continuous power plots were obtained on the recorder

chart.

3. 0 Microwave Generator

An experimental model of the APS-20 radar -was used as &

source of microwav, power for the experimental work. The essendal
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characteristics of this equipment are given below.

,requency 2880 Mc/$

"Wavelength 0. 104 meters

Peak power output .1.7 x 106 watts

Average power output 1000 watts

Pulse width Z microseconds

Repetition rate 300 per second

Output system RG-48/U "S" band waveguide

For calibration purposes, the output of the radar was connected

to 1a wat•er calorimeter load and to a Hewlett-Packard model 430C power

-ez. a zd model 477B thermistor mount via a directional coupler as

i;.;Aown ia~ f-ure 30.

The pulse shape and repetition rate of the radar were monitored

v-.a d-ct-oral coupler B, a crystal detector, and an oscilloscope. The

oGuZ); .ower (average) was monitored via directional coupler A, attenu-

atori, t.erx,,istor mount and power meter. The average power output of

t.e radar was measured by a water calorimeter load using a substitution

..'~. • o,. The error of this measurement is < 576. The voltage standing

wave ratio o. the load was measured with a slotted section and a standing

wave n-eter and found to be 1. 24. The corresponding power reflection

coe-.,cient is 0. 01 which indicates that 99 percent of the power output of

the raiar is delivered to the load.

Th.e power output was measured and reference readings were taken.

or. t1he power mete*r after allowing about a Ualf hour for equipment warm-up.
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After this was completed, the water load was disconnected and the expoa-

exiti"1 horn antenna was connected to the system. In all measurements,

the calibrated reading of the power meter was used as a measure of the

power output.

With the horn antenna connected to the radar through two direc-

tional couplers used as a reflectometer, the voltage standing wave ratio

was 1, 188 corresponding to a power reflection coefficient of O, 007, which

indicates that almost all of the power delivered to the antenna was radi-

at• d.

In the far-field region of the transmitting antenna, the power

density at various distances along the axis of the antenna was calculated

from the known value of the transmitted power.by means of the following

(iiaj1 0, 17)

p. Gt

of the transmitting antenna

Pt a Power (watts) into transmitting antenna

Gt a Power gain (numeric) of the transmitting antenna

relative to an isatropic radiator including antenna

efficiency.

a 15 db for this antenna

D w distance (meters) from the antenna

0Equation (28) may be used provided the distance D satisfies the
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o.llowing criterion:

D 2L D > -- •-(29)

wht:!ie . ihe largest linear dimension of the transmitting

antenuv. aperture in meters

) wavelengtb in meters.

The power density at various distances along the axis of the trans-

,,.ttg• ~ant••na waEb also ceasxired by means of the probe antenna describ-

d ,ri r oi• pg', 53. LI U:is case, the power density was determined

')y e•aysuriug tho power available at the terminals of the probe antenna*

.,j) free npace, thv power tranoier between two antennae is given by the

(00, 17)

r•G tA
t 4t r (30)

1-) t4-a Dt

whore Pr power (watts) available at receiving antenna

terminals

A effective area (square meters) of the receivingr

antenna

The effective area of a receiving antenna is defined as the ratio

o; itjc irkaximum power available at the terminals of the antenna to the

;ower dtrt&sity of the incident wave. It depends upon the geometry and

=.o electrical losses of the antenna.
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The effective area A of the probe antenna was first obtained
rPr

from e.quation (30) by measuring the power transfer ratio p ' # using &
t

signal generator and a standing wave amplifier. The set up is shown

schenmatically in figure Z9. The transmitting and receiving antennas

werc lined up for maximum received power. The output of the standing

wave amplifier was noted when a known power (Pt) was applied to the horz

anCnrna. The crystal detecting system was then connected to the signal

4,icriw)oL. fhe power output of the signal generator was reduced until

h ouy)ut of the stanad i6 wave amplifier was the same as before. The

,o'.ver output of the sigrnai generator was equal to Pr" The procedure

"Vila, C'.peatc(c for severa.l valueu of the tistance (D) between the trans-

;',,ig ano6 iviug a•lenas. In each case, Ar was calculated using

quac:i. (30). Ar va found to be independant of D. The radar unit was

then conreced to the hoc'n -ntenna and the power density Pd at varioua

distknces onr tUin -xic of the antenna was calculated from the formula:

PPd r (31)=~ Ar

"by measuring the power, Pr available at the receiving antenna termi-

nals using a power meter.

The calculated (eq. Z8) and the measured (eq. 31) values of power

deisity at various distances in the far field on the axis of. the horn antenna

:Ie shown in table Z. The agreement between these values is sufficiently

,ood so that, for the values of power denrity needed in the eperiments an

phantomn, equation (UB) alone may be used*
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Table 2

Comparison of measured and calculated values of

power density at various distances on the axis of

the horn. *

Distance from Power density, mw/cm2,

the horn. D. feet Measured Calculated

5 57 56

6 40 39

7 31 Z8

8 22 22

09 16 17

* Transmitted power x 510 W

The power densities in the Fresnel region of the antenna were cal-

*. culated using the methods of reference 6. These values were used in do-

termining the Fresnel region relative absorption cross section (figure 34).

4. 0 Thermal Considerations and Phantoms

Hollow. spherical flasks of Pyrex glass of the following sises

were used as phantoms in the preliminary experiments*

!!.0.
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SCaaci! Liters Radius In Centimeters

0.215 3.71

1. 05 6.30

2 05 7.88

5.15 10.74

12. 44 14.37

21.15 17.15

The wall thickness of the flasks was less than 1/8 wavelength and is be-

lieved to be inconsequential in this work in view of the comparatively low

dielectric constant andlosses of glass.

The flasks were placed in square boxes made of polystyrene foam

(c 1. 02) and air spaces between box and flask loosely packed with poly-

foam granu;Uea (figure 31). The polyfoam was used as thermal insulation

to cut down heat losses due to conduction and convection. It has negligi-

ble effect on the microwave properties of the phantoms.

The flasks were filled with the electrolyte mixture of interest and

then placed in the anechoic chamber at various distances from the horn

antenna along its axis as shown in figure 32.

The relative absorption cross section was calculated.by me&sur-

ing the temperature rise in a known time due to exposure -of the phantoms

to the microwave field.

The heat developed in a homogeneous electrolyte of volume V

) placed in & uniform plane wave electromagnetic field ise'

- =
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Photograph of Spherical Phantom
Figure 31

I
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Photograph of Anchoic Chamber
Figure 32
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H a VhmT (Calories) (32)

where V u volume of electrolyte (cc)

h a specific heat of the electrolyte (Cal /gram/°C)

m * specific weight of the electrolyte (grams/cc)

T u temperature rise of the electrolyte (°C)

provided that heat losses to the outside can be neglected as shown later.

The power absorbed is then:

4. 18H ,
Wa u- (watts) (33)t

where t a exposure time in seconds

The power incident on the geometrical cross section of the

phantom is:

Wi a A~d (watts) (34)

where A a geometric cross section of Phantom (square meters)

Pd w p9wer density of field (watts/square meter)

The relative absorption cross section is then:

4. l8VhmT (bk3' (35)
APdt

Conduction and convection losses are negligible and equation (32) appli-

cable, if operation doep not exceed the 'UInear portion" of the thermal

transient as shown in figure 33. In this typical case a spherical phantom

having a volume of 5. 15 liter's was exposed. It was filled with a saline

solution having a low frequency dielectric constant c0 a 78 and a low ire-

quency conductivity ho * 9 milla~ho/cm, The phantom was e1posed to
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a microwave field of 93 mflliwatts per square centimeter, and the aver-

age temperature rise of the electrolyte measured as a function of time.

The temperature was measured after the solution had been stirred. It

can.be seen that the temperature rise is a linear function of the time Una

til the difference between the ambient and sample temperature is about

150 C corresponding to an exposure time of about 4 hours.

As discussed earlier, the phantom should be placed in the far

field at a sufficient distance from the antenna so that curvature of the

wavefront is minimal across the phantom. To establish this distance,

the relative absorption cross section was measured as a function of the

distance, D, from the mouth of the horn. The separation boundary be-

tween the Fresnel and far fields is at a distance of five feet from the

horn as given by equation (31). This equation is rather approximate.

Hence measurements were made starting from a distance of one foot from

the horn. The results are shown in figure 34. The relative absorption,

cross section increases until D a 3 feet and is a constant value of 0. 6

from D a 3 to 12 feet. Beyond 12 feet it deviates from the constant value

as shown in the figure. 'The independence of the relative absorption crosse

section from D implies that the curvature of the wavefront is minimal

across the phantom. Hence it can be assumed that the far field of this

horn antenna starts at a distance of 3 feet from the horn rather than at 5

feet. The deviation beyond 12 feet was perhaps due to the presence of

residual standin waves in the field near the back wall of the room. Un-

certainties due to the rapidly decreasing resolution al the thermal
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technique as a consequence of the weakness of the field far from the an-

tenna further complicated this problem at large distances. All subse-

work was done at distances of S and 6 feet from the horn where reason-

able temperature rises were obtainable and where standin waves from

room reflections were a minimum and Frosnel field effects were esen-

tially negligible.

S. 0 Results

5.1 Spherical Phantoms

Solution of KCI.Dioxane -Water mixture was used in

the spherical phantoms to simulate the electrical properties of human

tissue. The low frequency dielectric constant# eo0 ,was 60 and the low

o frequency conductivity, Xs0 , 10 millimho/cm, which simulates closely a -

all soft tissues of high water content. The phantom was placed in the

microwave field, and its temperature was measured at intervals of 30

minutes, after stirring the solution thoroughly. The exposure was

stopped when the difference between the ambient and phantom tempera-

ture was about 15 C. For each phantom, temperature measurements

were made twice at a distance of 5 feet from the horn and twice at 6 feet.

The relative absorption cross section was calculated for each otthese

four trials and the average value was found. For example, when a sphere

with a radius of 10.74 cm was exposed, the values of relative absorption

cross section were found to be 0. 63 and 0. 64 at five feet and 0. 64 and

o0. 65 at six feet. Table 3 shows the comparison of the experimental and

theoretical results for spheres of dfOerent siOes. It also includes the



"temperature rise per hour in each phantom exposed to a field of 93 milli-

watts per square centimeter. Thus, by the good agreement between the

experimental and theoretical results, the experimental technique has

been proven to be reliable for the study of relative absorption cross sect

tions in general.

Table 3

Relative absorption cross sections of spheres of KCI -dioxane-water

Radius of Relative absorption cross section

the sphere 4 T Freq. a 2880 Mc/s, em 60,

a,, in cm x it 26.3 mkdho/cm

Theoretical Experimental

3"71 2. 24 13.70 0.78 0.76

6.30 3.80 %7.58 0.68 0.71

7.88 4.75 5.76 0.64 0..67

10.74 6.46 4.02 0.60 0.64

14.37 8.67 2. 88 0.57 0. 63

17.15 10.35 2.32 0.55 0.59

T * Temperature rise in °G per hour when power density
is 93 mw/cm2

V
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5. 2 Doll Phantoms

In order to simulate the shape of mankind and its effect on

relative absorption cross section, hollow plasti: dolls of the type

used by children were adapted as phantoms (figure 35). The indi-

vidual heights of each doll were 38. 1, 50. 8 and 87 cm. The complete

physical characteristics of the three dolls are given in table 4. Shad-

owgraphs of the three aspects (front, side and top views) of these

doll phantoms are shown in figures 36, 37 and 38. To indicate the

variation of power density over the dolls when they were placed at &

distance of 5 feet from the horn, contours of constant power ýdensity

are also shown on the shadowgraphs. For convenience, the Small,

medium, and large dolls were numbered 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

The dolls were made of polyethylene (dielectric constant i

2, conductivity . 1011 nmho/cm). The thickness (2 to 3 mm) of the

plastic was very small compared to wavelength (10.4 cm) of the micro-

wave field. Hence it was assumed that the plastic would not affect

the results materially. This assumption could be justified from the

results obtained on the concentric spheres. As shown in figure 15,

for 61 > 6 the increase in the relative absorption cross section was

about 159% when the thickness (d) of the concentric shell was increased

from 0 to 0. 5 cm. In this case, the thickness of the concentric-shell
1

was about of the wavelength, In the case of dolls, the thickness

of the plastic was about _IL. of the wavelength. In addi the pltic©s
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Photograph of Doll Phantom
Figure 35
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had only half of the dielectric constant of the concentric shell and its

_conductivity was negligible.. Hence the plastic would be almost trans-

parent to the incident field. The dolls were filled with saline solution

"4Co a 28) rather than KCl-dioxane-water solution (e a 60) to avoid

1 decompostion of plastic.. The effect of this substitution having a .di-

electric constant of 78 rather than 60 is to lower the relative absorp-

tion cross section but the change would be less than 10% as can be

Iseen from the theoretical calculations on spheres (figure 8). It

should be remembered that all the measurements made on dolls are

applicable to mankind only if the skin and fat layer are neglected.

I The dolls were filled with saline solution having a low fre-

e oquency conductivity of 10 millinihos/cm. Measurements were made

in front, side and top views of dolls for vertical and horizontal polar-

ization of the incident field to investigate the effect of polarization.

The incident field is said to be vertically polarized when its electric

field vector is parallel to the body and horizontally polarized if the

electric field is perpendicular to the body. Table 5 lists the experi-

mental results obtained on dolls 1 and 2 at a frequency of 2880 Mc/s.

It can be seen that the polarization of the incident field has less than

5% effect on the relative absorption cross section. However, the rel-

ative absorption cross section depends upon the aspect of the phantom

exposed, that is, front, side or top. For example, when the small

doll was exposed to vertically polarized field, the relative absorption

0.
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0 cross sections were 47, 56 and 90 percent for front, side and top

Iviews respectively. The corresponding temperature rises in the phun-

tom were 10.4, 8. Z and 6. 9 degrees centigrade per hour when the paw-

er density of the field was 74 milliwatts per square centimeter. It

can be seen that the relative absorption cross section of the doll for

top exposure is nearly twice that for front exposure even though the

former produced smaller temperature rise than the latter. This is

1 due to the small shadow cross section in the top view and the fact

that the doll actually absorbs energy over its entire surface.

The plastic dolls are believed to be relatively accurate

I models of babies or children of the same physical size. Hence the re-

i sults can not be applied to adult man unless the doll phantoms are

scaled to the correct height. It was stated earlter on page Z0 that,

in the case of spheres, the results obtained at a frequency of f1 can

be applied at a frequency of f 2 provided that the complex dielectric

constant (C -'j-)remains constant. The above statement holds good

for any shape (Reference 18, section 9. 3). It is fortunate that the diel-

4 ectric constant of most body tissues of high water content is practi-

cally frequency independent over the range of 100 to 3000 Mc/s and in

addition that small changes in dielectric constant have little effect on

I relative absorption cross section. Accordingly, if one wishes to

scale the measurements made on a doll phantom of height h1 at a*

r0' ~ ~~frequenc~y f1, the zresu~lts will &]pply to a man of heightd h, at; a fr.equency

i
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Sf 2 where:

-hlI - (36)2 z 11

and provided that the conductivity of the solution used in the phantom

has a value x1 given by:

h1  .

where Kz is the actual conductivity at fZ" This equation is the same

as (27) except the radius of the sphere is replaced by the height of the

doll.

.x. Table 6 shows the characteristics of the saline solutions

used to fill the dolls when they were scaled to a man of 70 inches tall.

The scaled measurements were at a frequency (f, in eq. 36) of Z880

Mc/s. The conductivity (K 1) of the saline .solution used in each doll

was first calculated from eq. (37). Then the low frequency conductiv-

ity of.the saline solution was calculated from x1 using equation 2

Table 7 shows the results of scaling the three dolls to a man

of 70 inches tall. The appropriate scaled frequencies are also shown.

I It can be seen that an adult man would absorb between 50 and 59 per-

cent of the energy incident on his shadow cross section for front or

back and side exposures in the frequency range from 617 to 1409 Mc/s.

TTop exposure, however, would result in 83 to 97 percent.

i'
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O Table 6

Characteristics of saline solutions used to fill dolls for scaled
measurements

Scaled Low freq. Low freq. Amount of
Doll No. Frequency Conductivity Dielectric NaCI in water

Mc/s . smAivcm Constant Grams/1000 cc

1 617 34.0 78 20

2 823 23.5 78 15

3 1409 12. 3 78 7

Table 7

1 Relative absorption cross sections of dolls scaled to a man of
height r 70 inches

Part of Relative absorption cross section
Doll (percent)

Subjected
to incident Doll No. 1 Doll No. 2 Doll No. 3
plane wave

Front or
Back 57 56 50

Side 55 59 50

Top 92 97 83

Applicable
Frequency 617 823 1409

Mc/s
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Measurements also were made on dismembered dolls to

study the relative absorption cross sections of head and body. This

was done to study the proximate effects of one on the other. Saline

solution with a low frequency conductivity of 10 millimho/cm was used

so that the results obtained on the head could be compared with those

for spheres of the same size to find the effect of irregular shape of

the head. Table 8 shows the results of measurements on dismem-

bared dolls. When the heads and the bodies of dolls were exposed sep-

arately, the relative absorption cross section of the head alone was

higher than that of the body alone. If the head and the body were

placed together but the head was thermally insulated from the body.

the relative absorption cross section of the head was again more than

that of the body. Finally, the solutions in head and body were mixed

jafter measuring the individual temperatures. The resulting'temper-

atute was measured. The corresponding relative absorption cross

section was 'calculated and found to be substantially the same as for

the normal doll. It can also be seen from the table that the relative

absorption cross-sections of detached members of the phantom do not

vary appreciably from the values obtained when they are attached to-

gether but thermally insulated from one another. The; difference is

4 less than 10% and indicates that the body of a person has little effect

on the absorption by head and vice versa. Table 9 compares the'rl-

A 1 ative absorption cross sections of the heads of the dolls and spheres
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0 of the same sie. Since the head has irregular shape, an equivalent

sphere can be obtained either based on volbae or from the shadow

cross section, the largest circumference or smallest circum~frence

of the head. Radii of spheres calculated by the above possibilities are

also shown in the table. It can be seen that the difference in relative

absorption cross sections of different equivalent spheres is negligible.

It can also be seen that the difference in relative absorption cross

sections of the head and the equivalent spheres is less than 10% rel-

ative for both dolls.

*1.



•__ IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The relative absorption cross section of an irradiated per-

son is a function of body curvature and size, frequency of radiation,

skin thickness and thickness of subcutaneous fat as demonstrated in

the results obtained on the spheres and the doll phantoms. Schwan

and Li calculated the relative absorption cross section of man-

kind on the assumption that the effect of body curvature and size

could be neglected and the trunk of the body could be approximated by

a three layer infinite slab made up of skin, subcutaneous fat and mus-

cle tissue. Their results are summarized in Table 10 for frequen-

cies of 150, 400, 900, 3000 and 10000 Mc/s. Thickness of subcutan-

eous fat is varied between 0 and 3 cm and skin thickness values from

0 to 0.4 cm. These are the ranges of predominant practical Interest.

Larger values for the thickness of subcutaneous fat may occur occa-

sionally. However,, such layers will almost never cover a substan-

tial part of the surface of the human body and will, therefore, be of no

concern in a study of the relative absorption cross section of total

body irradiation. Furthermore, the general relationships indicated

in this study permits one to state how the results can be extended tol*

higher values of subcutaneous fat thickness. Table 11 compares the

relative absorption cross sections of concentric sphere and infinite

plane slab models at frequencies of 400, 2880 and 10000 Mc/s When

the thickness of subcutaneous fat is varied and the skin thickness is

taken to be serO. It can be seen that the relative absOrption crossjt -87-
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0 Table U

Comparison of relative absorption cross sections of concentric sphere

and infinite plane slab models for different values of fat thickness

when the skin thickness is zero.

Frequency Fat Relative absorption cross section
(percent)

Thickness Infinite
S(d) Concentric Spheres

- - plane slabs

Mc/s cm Q1M6 la10 alaO

400 0 56 51 - 44 36
J 1 61 56 48 37'*

2 71 65 54 42
3 85 77 62 51

2880 0 61 56 48 42
V 1 124 110 - 86 91

Z 109 95 73 68
3 94 87 75 77

10,000 0 62 57 48 42
0.2 91 82 63 60
0.4 128 115 94 95
0.8 104 89 70 43

S.... | H
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a section of infinite plane slab is approached by that of an Infinit sphere

for all the frequencies investigated. In the sequel. the effects of body

I curvature and sine, fat layer and skin layer on the relative absorp-

tion cross section of mankind are once more eummarised:

a.) The effect of body curvature and eise:

i The effect of body curvature and else on the relative absorp.

tion cross section of hiankind is discussed neglecting the effects of

the skin and fat layers in order to compare the results obtained on th,

doll phantoms, the homogeneous spheres and the infinite plane slab.

The relative absorption cross section of mankind is 50 to 59

per cent for front and side exposures in the frequency range of 617 to

1409 Mc/a as demonstrated by the measurements made on doll phan-0
I toms (Table 7). Top exposure would result in 83 to 97 percent absorp-

tion. The apparently high absorption cross section of the person .forI
top exposure is due to the small geometrical cross section in this as-

pect and is not as significant from a practical point of view.

It can be seen from figures 2, 3. 4. 8 and 10 that the relative

absorption cross section of homogeneous spheres is equal to 50 + 10

I percent for al > 6, -that is if the radius of the sphere is comparable or

greater than the wavelength. This is true regardless of the 'different

combinations of parameters, i.e., frequency, dielectric constant and

Sconductivity, investigated. The near independence of the ralative ab-

sorption cross section from radius for values of a, larger than 6
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implies that the curvature does not substantially affect absorption

characteristics, at least as long as the radius of the curvature is

larger than the wavelength. Thus it appears that structures whose

geometrical cross section is larger than w), have a relative absorp-

tion cross section of 50 percent. independent of their shape. This

holds provided that no substantial contributions to absorption can re-

sult from local structures of rapid curvature, as characterized by a

radius much smaller than the wavelength. This statement applies

particularly to mankind, since its cross section is almost 10000 cm 2 ,

for wavelength values smaller than 60 cm, L e., frequencies above

500 Mc/s. Possible high local absorption by structures, such as the

nose or ears, should not contribute to the total absorption noticeably

in view of the small local volume involved. This does not mean, how-

ever, that these parts may not be subjected to high energy absorption

while the body, as a whole, is affected negligibly.

Schwan and Li had shown that, if skin and fat layer are ne-

glected, the relative absorption cross section of mankind based on the

infinite plane slab model is frequency dependent and varies from 26

"to 36 percent when frequency increases from 150 to 400 Mc/s (Table

10. It is almost frequency independent from 600 to 10,000 Mc/s and

equal to about 40 percent.

It can be concluded from the above discussion that ihe rela-

tive absorption cross section of mankind is equal to 50 percent if the
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effects of skin and fat layer are neglected.

b.) The effect of fat layer:

The e:fect of a subcutaneous fat layer on the relative absorp-

tion cross section is most pronounced at high frequencies as shown

in Table 11: At 400 Mc/s. the relative absorption cross section in-

creases monotonously with fat layer thickness. The relative absorp-

tion cross section is equal to 100 + 10 percent for 2880 Mc/s at

d n 1 cm and for 10, 000 Mc/s at d a 0.4 cm. It happens at these fre-

quencies that the thickness 'of fat layer is equal to -where Xf is the

wavelength in the fat. Here the input impedance at the body surface

nearly matches the wave impedance of the air. In other words, the

fat layer served as an impedance match between air and muscle.0
This is possible because the dielectric constant of the fat is approxi-

mately equal to the geometric mean of the dielectric constants of air

and muscle and the fat is comparatively free of losses. When the

thickness of the fat approaches -(d 0.8cm at 10.000 MCIO). theI2
absorption decreases to a minimum. Hence the relative absorption

cross section is affected strongly whenever the thickness of fat layer

matches multiples of Xf . x is about 12 cm at 1000 Mc/s. Coe-" ~4

quently, the fat layer has a more pronounced effect on the absorption

cross section above 1000 Mc/s than below. The variation of the rela-

tive absorption cross section with fat layer thickness is suffitien$ly

similar for both concentric sphere and infinite plane slab models soI,
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that, in general, the difference may be neglected.

In the preceding discussion, the thickness of the skin is taken

to be zero. When the skin layer is considered the effect of fatty tissue

on the relative absorption cross section would be diminished, especial-.

ly at higher frequencies where the losses in the skin are high. This

is due to the fact that the subcutaneous fat cannot influence the ab-

sorbed energy, since almost all the energy is absorbed already in the

skin, as indicated by plane slab results.

The effect of skin layer on the relative absorption cross sec-

tion can be seen from the results obtained in the case of infinite plane

slabs (Table 10). Below 400 Mc/s. the relative absorption cross sec-

tion increases slightly with increasing skin thickness. The increase0
in the absorption becomes rapidly more pronounced at 900 Mc/s.

However, at 3000 Mc/s the relative absorption cross section reduces

with increasing skin thickness for all values of fat thickness consider-

ed. When the fat and skin thicknesses are 1 cm and 0.4 cm respective-

ly, the relative absorption cross section becomes 18 percent. At

10, 000 Mc/s, the relative absorption cross section fluctuates around

50 percent for all values of skin thickness.

The relative absorption cro's section of the head of a person

is found to be nearly equal to that of a sphere of equivalent circum-

ference. Consequently, it may undergo resonance phenomenon at fre-

quencies below 3000 Mc/s displayed in figure 10 since al becomes less

than six and since the circumference of the head of an average person*
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110 is about 60 cm. Also, the skin and fat layers have & negligible effect

on the relative absorption cross section when the fat thickness is less

than I cm for frequencies below 3000 Mc/s. For example, at 400 and

2880 Mc/s, a1 is equal to 0. 8 and 5. 8 respectively assuming a ctr-

cumference of 60 cm. The corresponding relative absorption cross

sections are 92 and 60 percent (figure 10). Hence the relative absorp.-

tion cross section of the head of a person may vary between 60 and

100 percent below 3000 Mc/s. However, it is about 50 percent above

3000 Mc/s where a, becomes larger than 6.

.0'



V. CONCLUSIONS

The relative absorption cross section of mankind exposed to

nonionizing microwave radiation has been determined using doll and

sphere phantoms whose electrical properties simulated those of a hu-

man being. The investigation proceeded in three stages of increasing

difficulty: (1) theoretical and experimental study of homogeneous phan-

toms, having the electrical properties of muscle tissue; (2) tblegretital

studies of two-layer phantoms, having the electrical properties of

muscle tissue and subcutaneous fat; and (3) extrapolation to three-layer

phantoms, having the electrical properties of muscle tissue, subcu-

taneous fat, and skin (the inclusion of skin being possible only by using

the published results of Schwan and Li). The investigation at each

stage resulted in certain generalizations which could be used as a

guide to the investigations at the succeeding stage. In this way both the

theoretical and experimental work necessary was simplified. The

final stage involved a synthesis of all the previous work (including

that of Schwan and Li) so that the relative absorption cross section of

mankind could be predicted with confidence for the total frequency

range from 400 tolDOO Mdc/s.

The Mie scattering coefficient, K., was calculated for the

cases of homogeneous spheres and concentric spheres. The results of

the calculations are included with the cases of homogeneous and two-

layer phantoms discussed below.

-95-
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1. Homogeneous phantoms having the electrical properties of

muscle tissue.

As a first approximation for the relative absorption cross aec-

tion, S. of mankind, measurements were made on doll phantoms of

homogeneous electrical properties over the frequency range of 600 Mh/s

1400 Mc/s. S was found to vary from 50-60%, after the dolls had been

scaled to the full size of a human being. But to cover the entire fre-

quency range from 100 Mc/s-10, 000 Mc/s a very large number of measr

urements on dolls would have been necessary. Therefore, it was de-

sirable to correlate measurements of S on dolls with the more-easily-

obtainable, calculated values of S for spheres. Calculation of S for

spheres was facilitated by using Univac I. (Measurement of S for

spheres was also done, and the excellent agreement, + 5%1,with the

calculated value served to validate the experimental technique.) The

results of these calculation showed that S = 50 +10% for values of the

radius comparable to or larger than the wavelength. That is, curva-

ture (or shape) does not substantially affect the absorbing properties

for large objects. These conclusions are further supported by the

measurements made on dolls. So, sphere calculations were used to

predict S in the case of large, homogeneous objects. For man, the

condition that he be large compared to the wavelength is approximately

equivalent to demanding that the frequency exceed 400 Mc/s () a 75 cm).

Therefore,* the results of the calculations on spheres were considered
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valid for mankind if f > 400 Mc/ s. Thus, to the extent that A human

being can be considered to have homogeneous, muscle-tissue-like,

electrical proporties, his relative absorption cross section will be

about 50% for frequencies above 400 Mc/I.

The Mie scattering coefficient was calculated as a function of

the radius, a, of the sphere. For a < VZ20, K. was found to be inde-

pendent of the electrical properties and to increase according to the

Rayleigh law of scattering. Fort0(a <),, K was found to oscillate

(see figs. 5-7) with an amplitude primarily depending on condu:tivity
and radius. For a > X, K was nearly a constant (170%).

5

2. Two-layer phantoms having electrical properties of mus-

I cle tissue and subcutaneous fat.

I A better model for the determination of the relative ab-

sorption cross section of mankind requires that the homogeneous phan-

tom be surrounded by a layer with the electrical properties of fat. In

| Ithe previous case of homogeneous media, the sphere phantom was

1• shown to give values of S which were very close to those of the doll

phantom. In the present case the assumption has been made that a

Ssphere phantom with a concentric shell would give values of S equally

close to those of a two-layer doll phantom. The inner sphere was

II given the electrical properties of muscle and the concentric shell.

i those of fat. At three different frequencies, 400, 2880 and 10, 000

Mc/s, calculations of S, on Univac I, were made, for various values

Ii
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SO of concentric shell thickness, d, as a function of the radius of the

inner sphere. Ifthe radius of the inner sphere was smaller than the

wavelength, the resonance peaks appeared in the case of homogeneous

j sphere were damped. If the radius of the inner sphere was larger than

the wavelength, then the concentric shell sppeared to behave as an im-

pedance -matching transformer between the inner sphere and air. As

d increased from zero to XfA,4 where Xf = wavelength in fat, S in-

creased fromw50% torv100l%. At d = X /2, S had decreased to a rela-
f

tive minimum of N 70%6. In general, S was either maximum or mini-

mum when d was an odd or even multiple of X /4, but for all non-zero d.

S was always greater than the value for d a 0 (50%). It was assumed

that these values for S would be valid for a human being made only 'of

muscle and surrounding fAt. Since the usual thickness of subcutaneous

fat is less than 3 cm, the first maximum of S could occur only

f > 1000 Mc/s. Thus, for frequencies between 400 and 1000 Mc/s, S

may vary from 50 to 100%; for frequencies above 1000 Mc/Ia, S may

vary from N 70 to 100%.

For concentric sphere, the Mie scattering coefficient was cal-

culated for three values of frequency, 400; 2880, and 10, 000 Mc/s, and

for vari.'s values of shell thickness as a -anction of the radius of the

;.-ier sphere, a1 . For a1 <1 , Ka was complicated (see figs. 18 and

19). For a1 >% , K was found to be independent of a1 for a given

value of d. However, K was found to be a sensitive function of d,
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behaving similarly but in the opposite sense to S. That is, Ks was ei-

ther a minimum or a maximum when d was an odd or even multiple of

X/ 4.

3. Three-Layer phantoms having the electrical properties

of muscle tissue, subcutaneous fat, and skin.

As a final and best approximatic, for the determination of the

relative absorption cross section of mankind, a model of three layers

should be considered: muscle, subcutaneous -fat, and skin. -Not only

were experimental methods too difficult, but the theoretical calcula-

tions for a sphere with two concentric shells was also too difficult. An

alternative method was found which was based on Schwan and Li's

published calculations of S for a semi-infinite plane slab model (a semi-

infinite medium of rmuscle tissue separated from air by an infinite

plane slab of fatty tissue). It was observed that the dependence of S

on the thickness of the infinite plane slab of fatty tissue had the same

general behaviour as the dependence of S on the thickness of the con-

centric shell. On the basis of this observation, it was assumed that

the effect of a third layer (representing skin) on the slab model (also

calculated by Schwan and Li) would have the same general behaviour

as the effect of a second concentric shell on the sphere model. There-

fore, Schwan and Li's calculations justify the following conclusions for

the effect of adding a second concentric shell, or for adding a layer of

skin to the previously -discussed model of a human being composed only
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I• of muscle and subcutaneous fat:

The relative absorption cross section may vary from 50 to

100% for frequencies between 400 and 1000 Mc/s; it may vary from 20

to 10016 for frequencies between 1000 and 3000 Me/a; it is about 50%

for frequencies between 3000 and 10, 000 Mc/s.

Assuming the currently accepted tolerance dosage of 0. 01

2
watt/cm of continuous whole body absorption of microwave energy,

then from the above-stated values of relative absorption cross section,

the following statements are justified:

1) At frequencies above 3000 Mc/s an incident

power density of 0. 02 watt/cm- can be tolerated.

2) At frequencies below 3000 Mc/s, 0. 01 wktt/cm.

should be considered as maximum tolerable level.

10



i APPENDIX I

Theory of Scattering and Absorption of Electromagnetic

Radiation by Concentric Spheres

I ILet us assume that a homogeneous isotropic sphere of radius

a, and propagation constant k, is surrounded by a concentric shell of

radius a 2 and propagation constant k 2 and the whole is embedded in

an infinite medium of iir with propagation constant k 3 . The inner

sphere, the shell and the surrounding medium are called regions 1,

_ 2, and 3. A uniform plane wave, linearly polarized in the x-direction,

I is propagated through the medium in the positive z-direction (figure 1).

Assuming that a time dependence of exp (wt) for the electric

and mnagnetic vectors and further assuming that the permeabilities of

I the three regions are equal to the permeability of free space (:j.v) then

the propagation constants are

K " (38)

j
K2=. W V . (39)

I
V 6 2Tr(40)

where w * angular frequency in radians

u wave length in meters

1 .' 4w x 10"7 henries/meter (permeability of air)
- * 10
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"cl. €2 a dielectric constants of regions I and 2

KI I XK.U conductivity in niho/meter of regions I and 2

With the above stated conditions, the expressions for the in-

cident plane wave in terms of the vector spherical wave functions have

(18)
the form given by Stratton (exp(jwt) is assunmed rather than exp

(-jwt) and the exponential term is omitted, for convenience, in the ex-

pressions given here):

j•
4' 0.4+

14- V (4 2Z)

where Eo is the amplitude of the wave and

Oj.A S&~9~ 4L (43)

E,, /.

L3R~co ~cJ#I) O * *44)

!oK

I
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$ The primes on the square brackets denote differentiation

with respect to the argument k 3 R. il, i 2 and1 3 are the unit vectors

in directions R, 8 and cp of a spherical coordinate system with its

origin at the center of the sphere.
1

Pn (coo 0) is the associated Legendre polynomial of the

first kind, first order and nth degree.

in(kR) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind

which is related to the ordinary Bessel function of the first kind and

half-integer order as follows:

2. (45)

3O The induced secondary field must be constructed in three

parts, one applying in each of the three regions. For each of these

parts-, the expansions are similar to those for the incident wave but

with unknown armplitude coefficients. The parts applying outside the

shell and inside the sphere will be called the reflected and trans-

mitted fields in accordance with the terminology used for the single,

sphere problem (reference 18). They will be indicated by subscripts

r and t. The formal expansions for these fields are identical to

those for the single sphere problem although the amplitude coeffi-

cients have different values.

IF
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Region3. R > a

+- IA21' (46)

E0  
A7

U ~ -A.+__

The functions and and are obtained by replacing

(2) e(a
jn(k 3R) by h n k 3) in equations (43) and (44). hn (kR) is the spherical

Hankel function of the second kind:

0W
'p( R) (KA)

(,ZK.)2 ~j-(48)

These functions are necessary in the solution for the scattered

field because this solution must be regular at infinity, that is:

(49)

Region 1, R < a 1

'Ap (50)
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-©-

- -k1E.I~T.S~h"277+1 1  .. J .. g

- --

Since the solution must be finite at the origin, Bessel func-

tions of the first kind are used in equations (50) and (51), that is:

k -- o P. ) ---p2

1* In addition k 3 is replaced by k 1 in equations (43) and (44).

Region2. a > R > a1

.+•( s _V .. S 0,) N-I

Y'• _, .s A S -

-- o ./. (54)

In the region of the spherical shell, it is necessary to use

Bessel functions of both first and third kinds. The argument of the
_() _(3) (3)

vector functions m * m , n 1. K j.

I.,



Si The amplitude coefficients can be evaluated by &pplying the

boundary condition at R ma,

£1. x Ht il x H5  (S6)

and at R a

The amplitude coefficients ar and br. sufficient for our
n n

purpose, are given by equations (8) and (9).

'7


